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Exhibition Report 
 
■Duration of the exhibition : 
2015Feb 20th (Fri)- Mar 19th (Thu) 
 
■Place ：  
Sony Building Ginza6F  
Sony Imaging Gallery 
 





Installation 





Exhibition 













Gallery Talk 
■Feb 22nd (Sun)13:00~14:00   

On Feb 22nd, we had 35 visitors in total . 



■Guest Speaker 

Mr. Alejandro Chaskielberg Counsellor of Argentine Republic Embassy Mr. Ihiro Hayami 

Mikio Komukai 
From Machidukuri  Gurutto Otsuchi 

Ken Sasaki 
From Bureau of Otsuchicho Education committee 

Kazuhiko Chikaoka 
Photographer 



Guests from Otsuchi  talked about  
how & why they cooperated with  
this project and the importance of   
the photography  through their terrible  
experience. 
Those words from Otsuchi who suffered 
from the tragedy meant a lot 
to make us think about the whole concept 
of photography. 
 



■Feb 25th (Wed)17:30 ~18:30 

On Feb 25th , we had 35 visitors in total . 



Media coverage 

※There were a lot more, but picked up some major  ones. 



http://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20150227-00000012-it_camera-sci 

■Website 



http://dc.watch.impress.co.jp/docs/news/exhibition/20150218_688588.html 



http://capacamera.net/exhibition/pickup/150220_chaskielberg.html 



http://www.tunagoo.jp/otsuchi/history.cfm?sid=1 



http://camera.itmedia.co.jp/dc/articles/1502/27/news032.html 



http://dot.asahi.com/asahicameranet/info/productnews/2015022300020.html 



http://dmm-news.com/article/922138/ 



http://www.tokyoartbeat.com/event/2015/1705 



https://antenna.jp/news/detail/853055/ 



http://imaonline.jp/library/exhibitions/otsuchi-future-memories/ 



http://r500m.com/spot/122422939353715314617/web-update/36009249 



http://late-ken-rikkyo.blogspot.jp/2015/02/blog-post_20.html 



http://mainichi.jp/area/tokyo/news/20150310ddlk13040140000c.html 

http://mainichi.jp/area/tokyo/news/20150310ddlk13040140000c.html


■Newspaper 

Mainichi 



■Newspaper 

Nikkei 



Remarks 



We had 2913 visitors in total while the Exhibition. More than 100people per day on 
average. 
So many people were  
 We have gotten lots of nice comments from the visitors as below : 
 
-Are these photos on sale? 
-Can I buy photobook? How can I buy it? I really want it. 
-I’m so impressed by those photos. I regret that I couldn’t join the Gallery talk. 
-I fell in love with the image that was on the postcard, so I came to see the real one. 
-I know his images in the other project. He is such a talented Photographer.  
-I have his photobook. I am a big fan of him.  
-I saw many images of Great East Japan Earthquake, but this is something different. 
It gives us very positive and artistic impression. Maybe because the perspective of 
foreign photographer is different.  
-Very unique way of shooting. Just not like others is standout. 
-I’m part of the object in those photos. So happy to see his work unveiled in such a 
gallery. 
-I’m from Otsuchi. I will definitely recommend  this exhibition to all my friends. 
-Came here to see newspaper article. The way this photographer shot images was 
incredible! Cannot stop watching the video. 
 
Etc… 
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